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DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS
AND

CONCLUSION



Difficulties in Translation

In the beginning we discussed these stories taking into 
consideration the content of the stories and their literal and
Sociologial significance from a historical persepect1ve. Here we
/^\
(prapose to discuss some of the problems encountered while trans
lating these stories, from the point of view of a translator.

But first while dealing with these problems one has to under
stand the background behind them. These stories were written in 

1953, when women were hardly expressing their thoughts, even 
in private. And Vibhavari Shirurkar in contrast is one of the 
women talking about all her pains and worries and the problems 
she was facing like economic or sociological problems. So there 
was bound to be an overflow of a woman’s feelings. It was as if 
womenhood has been silent for ages, not allowed to express it 
self. And suddenly she starts speaking. So these stories are not
whiten merely to entertain people but to make them aware of the

i ■ ■
conditions in which women were living at that time or the kind of 
life they were leading.

The problems need to be discussed keeping this in 
mind .These problems have been calssified -into categories of
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Grammatical, Lexico Semantic, Stylistic and cultural problems.
Vv

Grammatical Problems

No two languages organize experience in the same way. Each 
language has it's own expression. Our purpose was not to propose 
formal correspondences but to prapose) equivalents which were more 
functional.

Personal pronouns was one area of difficulty mainly because of 
their different funtional values in Marathi and English. For us, 
the cultural difference had to be taken into account.

Here the word cultural difference is used because of 
certain reasons. As in marathi one can use the personal
pronoun, (Third person plural) to show respect for the
addresses. As Vibhavari Shirurkar also says in her stories.
* *ir*rr *m;irrrnnr 5T* sunnm >r mk *
• % fWFf'tuqrt I|*| fqwnfc qTf API* •

In a situation like this in English we have only one 
alternative 'he* for and in Marathi. In English there
is no different personal pronoun when we want to show
respect. So we have decided to use 'He' for Naturally
the 'respect* expressed by is lost in English. Therefore 1
have translated the above sentences like this.



'He had come to know what was going on in my mind'. or 

'He' was smiling mischiviously.*

What we can do is use a capital *H' while writing 'He*.

Another interesting problem encountered was the anaphoric 

reference used by her as text organization strategy. Many times 

her use of personal pronoun becomes confusing. Unless one is 

careful about the antecedent in the story one has to guess

about whom is she talking.

arrseinTrti! wvArr aiaraft nrz\ *«mf|
Exam. **** *****

rmcur wTwbrm** ffrjRrr *f*m *rre*%

Here the pronown ' SfT^C^lT ' refers to the heroine and her friend. 

But unless we know the reference in the story we won't know about 

whom is she talking. But as we have said earlyer, her stories are 

writen so much, spontaniously and emotively. That is why such

things are somewhat ignored.
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The connectives such as * . * mirr^ ' also 

proved to be another difficult area. Though we have used 'the 
more....' construction as an equivalent, somehow the 
colloqical rhythum produced by such conjuntions in Marathi, 
was found so be rather difficult to produce in idiomatic 
English.

Use of pronouns in idiomatic English.

Exam. ' * 0«T ** hi flPlfc •

One more difference between Marathi and English is that in 
English we have articals which in Marathi we don't. So a transla
tor has to use his own judgement and use appropriate articals in 
English.

Lexico - Semeotic Problems :-

Another problem encountered was the'problem of idioms. Some 
idioms in Marathi could not be translated into English as their 
historical or cultural background is added to their literal mean-
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The most important point one has to take in to consideration 

that here the person who is writing these stories is a woman. A 

typical ^Maharashtrian middle class woman who is expressing her 

feelings, who is trying to open her heart in public. She uses 

many idioms, sayings as well as typical poetic language. 

She uses similies, images, metaphors and dramatic vocies.

This point will be clearer with following examples.

a> ‘tVeth snwnnw tVi

In English stomach is merely used with a different meaning. So the 

word stomach does not convey the real meaning it implies. So it 

was difficult to find out an exact equivalent to this in English.

b> * »| ntsuT mk fHnnr wr it* n Vrr
a

arrjpi qnwrV %rr irfWr irrt •

Such expressions are used by the heroine and her mother. As 1 

mentioned above these are typical womanly expressions and sayings

such as.
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C> aFlT 3TTHT l«T UTrft WOT *OT.

Ons more example to show how Vibhavari uses the similies and 

metaphors in her writing.

^ m wot mm n ?wr$n iTg*
d> ot~htot ^rT^tT Wrr ott^, nrryirrY ruffcxrr m m*

5rar«nr^f <*rrr xvtftn ftarrr mmn *rlc
SOTOT4T fom «i OT^tH.

or the words she uses like 'f^fTluT ' and ’ ' make the

translations all the more difficult becausi of their poetic sty

lized use. Here some more examples can be given such as idioms

iik. •tfiziTs^r, •tu.tfn*

Stylistic Problems

Basically Vibhavari Shirurkar's style is narrative. Her 

feelings are gushing forth in her stories. The language is charged 

with emotions and this create some problems as stated here.

Sometimes she ignores to convert the sentence into indirect 

speeck* for Exam : wi*t ift WTWrTTH ni\ OTT irrl WVftf IfTnft

«>im fi g«T hi wreK hs wbt mi wtot m 
gw-mncin* waft arruonr j
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Here neither had she put inverted commas nor had she changed 
the sentence into indirect speech. In Marathi this technique does 
not sound wrong at all. And it goes very good particularly with 
Vibhavari's style. So while translating this in English one has to 
put inverted coma to the sentence.

One more important factor in writing anything is it*s tone. 
That is tonality. The tone of a passage is the key to it's commu
nication effectiveness and has to be determined by translator 
(Peter Newmark 1976)

Talking about tone one can see different persons maintaining
their own tone in Vibhgava^i's stories Vibhavari Shirurkar as a

\

writer maintains her own distinct lone as a narrator is narrating 
the story. In her narration we read as unmarried educated girl's 
voice, felling us her innermost tarbulent and happiness so that 
tone is a different one. Her mother uses a typical stern, homely 
langauge of an ordinary wife. It is sometimes ornamental, inter
woven with idioms and sayings from time to time. A typical Marathi 
uneducated housewife speaking from the bottom of her heart about
her worries for her family.
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As in Premachi Parakh. (Test of Love) we see a typical motherly 

talk, a mother who is very much worried and concern^about her 

daughter's future says.

* jj *tfcnT fnur iwt * Vit sttocd

*mw»T e*t >tY** «rr jrri. > *unrr art* nrrV smrm 
WflrtrfHT jqri btb owt. *

One more example, we can see in the story 'Tyag' (Sacrifice).

A housewife talking when she wants to protect her family ego 

or pride says,

’ *rr>wrrl*1tft »rr, a*Y,
Tvfar rnwrnfr a*) t thru 3TT3* QT r*l l(VUia1s *

*

Men in her stories have their different way of speaking which 

shows their general attitude towards women. As in 'Babaneha Sansar 

Maza kasa Honar ?' (How can My father's family 1ife be mine ?> 

the father of the heroine says,

* ■nufaqaT neirnf* rYairfm rr| mum ote
3« nrtm nnr «re*t faanwT. aTwrftaft itf jtjfw eYj. run arctn.

Most of these tones are embedded in the typical Marathi 

middle class family relations. Now, these various types of family 

releations are so carefully, determined, that it was difficult to 

find satisfactory equivalents for them in our English translation.
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Cultural Problems.

Andre Lefevere and Popovic have defined the cultural factor 

in translation theories. As Lotman <1978-211) has said ’No* lan

guage can exist unless it is steeped inthe context of culture.

While translating we have come across such problems. English 

and Marathi have a vast difference in their cultures. Also the two 

languages are different in their cultural presuppositions.

There are some concepts which do not exist in English at all. 

So one cannot translate them.

Exam s- Such as the words like <f*m

or in 'Babancha Sansar Maza Kasa Honar* there is a sentence.

irrwat tot crsYcrs to *ftrfW fwrfc* stqtitut

rrlirr af*m ft grot **■=* ict wt* wwt

Now this concept is very much original and is

Maharashtrian or as said in the story "Tyag".exclusively Maharasht

and one more term

like this in "Prmachi Parakh" jYq ^
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Now the term PR biT you can find only in Maharash

trian Society.

There is one more interesting problem. 1 have come across in 

the the story "Premachi Parakh' there is a sentence.

1 fft«iynTrt « g*r M atmm.

Here the words £fS and Itypp are used and they

fulfill two purposes. They denote two extremes and at the same 

time they rhyme with each other.

Here if we try to keep the rhyme in English there are words 

like Bristle and Pestle. But the meaning and the sense of the 

sentence change and if one tries to maintain the exact meaning and 

use words as sliver and beam, the rhyme could not be maintained. 

Such minute differences can be difficult while translating. One 

has to choose one of the alternatives. So we have done it like 

this.

*His faults appear like mere slivers^whereas his virutes look like

beams'.



Cone 1 usion.
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We are aware of several shortcomings in our translations of 

the three stories presented in this study. Our intention was 

firstly to make these stories available to a larger audiance. 

Secondly. we also wanted to explore the specific problems of 

translating women's writings. The experience of translating the 

stories does indeed suggest that there may be some specific prob

lems of tones, styles and narrative techniques employed by women 
in t^ere^) writing. We are aware that it is not possible to make 

more definite generalizations about these on the basis of our 

three translations. There is however a great need to undertake 

more such , taks ,) part i cu lar 1 y of translating and tampanining dif

ferent women’s writings in Marathi. And these translations are a

very modest beginning of that stupendous task.


